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LONDON — The partners in Russia's Yamal liquefied natural gas project are in talks to ship
cargoes to Britain and northwest Europe in winter, when heavy sea ice clogs routes to Asia,
a Total official said.

"We're negotiating with people who have terminal capacity in northwest Europe including
the UK at the moment," said Jacques Besse, vice president of LNG shipping at Total, which is
developing Yamal with Russian partner Novatek.

For Britain, Russian LNG shipments could help prevent a recurrence of a recent bout of near-
record prices caused partly by inadequate deliveries of pipeline gas and of LNG cargoes
from Qatar.

"The intention is to sell part [of the LNG] on the northwest European market and to export
(the rest) through a terminal to more valuable markets," Total's Besse said in an interview
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late last week.

Under the plan, a fleet of around 14 LNG ice-breaking vessels would deliver Arctic gas
from the project offshore northwest Siberia to northwest European terminals, either
for eventual onward transport to Asia or for local consumption.

Existing Russian pipelines supply around a quarter of Europe's gas needs, but
the planned Yamal LNG export plant was intended to supply Asian markets, which offer
higher prices and have so far received relatively small amounts of Russian gas.

The exact details of how much LNG will be sold to Europe and to which specific companies
and terminals will be announced in a few months, Besse said.

Qatari LNG shipments to Britain plunged by 68 percent in January from a year earlier,
according to the latest figures from shipping consultancy Waterborne, and supplies
from Yamal could help fill part of that gap.

Exports from Yamal are due to start from 2016 and would deliver to Europe only in winter,
when the North Sea Route (NSR) to Asia along Russia's northern coast becomes impassable.

Most of the winter LNG arriving in Europe will be re-exported by Total and Novatek to clients
in Asia, with the remainder sold to utilities that have import rights at British, Dutch and other
terminals in the region.

But the utilities also could decide to re-export the volumes to more attractive markets
outside Europe, potentially reducing the benefits of extra supply to domestic consumers.

"Yamal LNG will use the terminals for transfer from ice-breaking ships to standard ships
[which are faster and cost less to operate] ... it is the intention of Yamal to sell to its own
clients in Asia," he said.

"The scheme would be through Europe in winter and through the North Sea Route
in summer," he added.

Each of Yamal's 14 estimated icebreaking LNG carriers will cost between $185 million
and $205 million to build, he said.

The project still faces challenges to get off the ground.

Novatek is lobbying to win the right to export LNG abroad, ending Gazprom's monopoly as
the sole Russian exporter. Russian officials are calling for an expansion of export rights
to include other producers.
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